In this paper, we study the Bosbach state on subtraction algebra and show that there exists a Bosbach state via X/θ where θ is a congruence relation induced by an ideal of X.
Introduction
B. M. Schein [3] considered systems of the form (Φ; •, \), where Φ is a set of functions closed under the composition "•" of functions (and hence (Φ; •) is a function semigroup) and the set theoretic subtraction "\" (and hence (Φ; \) is a subtraction algebra in the sense of [1] . He proved that every subtraction semigroup is isomorphic to a difference semigroup of invertible functions. B.
Zelinka [4] discussed a problem proposed by B. M. Schein concerning the structure of multiplication in a subtraction semigroup. He solved the problem for subtraction algebras of a special type, called the atomic subtraction algebras. In this paper, we study the Bosbach state on subtraction algebra and show that there exists a Bosbach state via X/θ where θ is a congruence relation induced by an ideal of X.
Subtraction algebras
By a subtraction algebra we mean an algebra (X; −) with a single binary operation "−" that satisfies the following identities: for any x, y, z ∈ X,
The last identity permits us to omit parentheses in expressions of the form (x − y) − z. The subtraction determines an order relation on X: a ≤ b ⇔ a − b = 0, where 0 = a − a is an element that does not depend on the choice of a ∈ X. The ordered set (X; ≤) is a semi-Boolean algebra in the sense of [6] , that is, it is a meet semilattice with zero 0 in which every interval [0, a] is a Boolean algebra with respect to the induced order.
In a subtraction algebra, the following are true: for all x, y, z ∈ X,
(p8) x ≤ y if and only if x = y − w for some w ∈ X.
A non-empty subset I of a subtraction algebra X is called a subalgebra if x − y ∈ I for all x, y ∈ I. A mapping f from a subtraction algebra X to a subtraction algebra Y is called a homomorphism if
A nonempty subset I of a subtraction algebra X is called an ideal of X if it satisfies the following:
(I2) for any x, y ∈ X, y ∈ I and x − y ∈ I imply x ∈ I. Lemma 2.1. Let (X; −) be a subtraction algebra and I a nonempty subset of X. Then I is an ideal of X if and only if it satisfies the following properties:
(1) x ∈ I and y ≤ x imply y ∈ I, (2) if x, y ∈ I and x ∨ y exists, then x ∨ y ∈ I.
3 States on subtraction algebras Definition 3.1. Let X be a subtraction algebra. A Bosbach state on X is a function s : X → [0, 1] such that the following axioms hold:
is called a constant Bosbach state for some t ∈ [0, 1]. 
Then s is a Bosbach state on X. Proof. Let X be a subtraction algebra and a ∈ X. Then we have
Also, we have for all x, y ∈ X,
This completes the proof. 
Proof. Let x, y ∈ Ker(s). Then s(x)
Proof. Let t := s • f. It is clear that t is well-defined. Now we show that t is a Bosbach state. We know that
Hence t is a Bosbach state. Finally, we prove that t is unique. Suppose that there exists an another Bosbach state r :
Hence we have r = t. 
, and so t•f = s. Since f is one to one, then Ker(f ) = 0, and so
Then we have
Hence t is a Bosbach state. Suppose that there exists an another Bosbach state r :
, but by definition of t, we get r(y) = s(x) = t(y). Hence we have r = t.
Let I be an ideal of X. Consider relation θ on X by (x, y) ∈ θ ⇔ x − y ∈ I and y − x ∈ I.
Then θ is a congruence relation on X. For x ∈ X, we denote by [x] the congruence class of x and let
Then X/θ is a subtraction algebra where 
Proof. It is easy to prove from Proposition 3.5. 
